OUR BITFEST JOURNEY
The 11th of May, 2017 was an unforgettable day for the sixty five girls who represented St
Joseph’s school for the bit fest which was hosted by the Birla Institute of Technology in RasAl-Kaimah. We entered our school early in the morning and after a small prayer we entered
the bus and that’s when our adventure began with Tr Mariamma and Tr Sandra invigilating us.
It was a long ride to Ras Al Khaimah but it was so much fun. We were happy to be missing
school but at the same time nervous about the competition. In the bus we sang songs and had
a blast. We reached our destination around 9:00 am and soon formed lines to attend the
competitions.
There were many events *Blueprints, Teenovations, the Head gear competition, the Quiz,
doodling and so on. Many schools from all over UAE came to participate. All of us were
extremely disciplined and made sure outshine them all as “the Josephites”. All the events took
place at the same time but at different halls. The competition was hard but we were never
disheartened. We were constantly cheering for our school and congratulated those who won.
The quiz was the first to begin, the questions were not easy but none of it went unanswered.
The teenovation was an event were the students would display their imagination through
prototypes which they made. There were many other competitions were our students had
represented the SJS. After our lunch was the most awaited fashion show were the students
had to make a wedding dress out of waste . Our models were beautiful and each of them
showed grace and beauty and were created by the stylist without leaving even a minute detail.
Then arrived the most awaited prize distribution. It was nerve wracking as we waited patiently,
at the same time we had fun. Finally when announced it was sad to hear that our school did
not win for any event. But putting that aside we cheered for all the schools which won. After
all the prize distribution and the vote of thanks we lined up to get back to school.
Our adventure may not have beared fruit but most importantly we were able to participate
and inculcate a great deal of inspiration from others. We will always shine were we are no

matter were we are put to. We may fail some times but the most important thing is to get up
from were we fell and try again. No one will always be perfect. Needless to say we are and we
will be the most best school. We came home with great encouragement and knew that in the
years to come we will nab that prize.
This journey is not over yet

…

